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Abstract—Recommender systems are widely used these days in 

e-commerce, for the purpose of personalized recommendation. 

Based on each user’s profile, previous purchase history, and 

online behavior, they suggest products which they are likely to 

prefer. For example, Amazon.com is using recommender systems 

for books. When a user logs-in to the system, it suggests books 

similar to previously bought ones by the user. 

In this paper we compare some previous work done on 

personalized recommendations system for web applications, and 

try to find out what lacked in these previous work. 

Index Terms— e-commerce, CF-based recommender systems, 

Personalised, SOA. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

World Wide Web has become one of the most extensive 

information resources in a recent span of time. It mostly covers 

all the information needed for any user. But, finding data on a 

large web site is a not an easy task. The users of the web sites 

mostly suffer from the problem of finding the required data in 

time. In fact, locating the required dataset on the web has 

become one of the difficult and time consuming tasks today. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Wherever Times is specified, Times Roman or Times New 

Roman may be used. If neither is available on your word 

processor, please use the font closest in appearance to Times. 

Avoid using bit-mapped fonts. True Type 1 or Open Type fonts 

are required. Please embed all fonts, in particular symbol fonts, 

as well, for math, etc. 

III. EASE OF USE 

Joonseok Lee, Kisung Lee, Jennifer G. Kim, Georgia 

Institute of Technology Atlanta, GA 30318, “Personalized 

Academic Research Paper Recommendation System”, 

2010. In this paper, they have presented a Personalized 

Academic Research Paper Recommendation System, which 

recommends related articles for each researcher. Their system 

makes three contributions. First, they have developed a web 

crawler to retrieve a huge number of research papers from the 

web. Second, they define a similarity measure for research 

papers. Third, they have developed their recommender system 

using collaboration filtering methods.  

These days, many academic papers are coming out from a 

lot of conferences and journals. Academic researchers should 

go through all the conferences and journals which are related to 

their field of research and find out if there is any new articles 

that may relate to their current works. Sometimes they search 

the articles from Google scholars with the key words that might 

show interesting articles to them. However, these two methods 

require users to commit their time to search articles, which is 

labor-intensive, and also do not guarantee that they will find 

the exact articles related to their field of research. In order to 

reduce their workload, they suggest developing the scholarly 

paper recommendation system for academic researchers, which 

will automatically detect their research topics they are 

interested in and recommend the related articles they may be 

interested in based on similarity of the works. They believe this 

system will save the researchers’ time to search the articles and 

increase the accuracy of finding the articles they are interested 

in. Even though their system showed good performance on 

recommending relevant topic’s paper, they identified two 

limitations on their content-based recommendation. First, they 

cannot distinguish the meaning of topics that are narrowed by 

few specific words. In other words, their system recommends 

papers based on the words’ frequency, so their system will 

recommend papers that contain many words that the user may 

be interested in. This cannot discover few words that restrict 

meaning of its topic, so it causes recommending the paper that 

has not relevant topic to the user. Also, there are users who 

have worked previous study on various topics, but are not 

interested in anymore. Also in this case, because their system 

does not have any additional information about whether the 

user is still interested in the paper or not, it is hard to 

distinguish the papers that recommend to users. They may be 

able to extend by applying publication year in some way. 

To overcome these limitations they need to recommend 

papers based on not only relevant topics but also other user 

information. They suggest obtaining a user input about whether 

they like the recommended papers or not would be helpful 

information to differentiate the papers that users would be 

interested in more accurately. Also, through the focus group 

interview they discovered the interesting fact that even though 

the topics are not as much as relevant to their research topic, 

they showed great interest to the papers that their peer 

researchers, i.e., their former students or the researchers they 
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have done research together before, wrote. In this way, it will 

be important to include the information about relevant 

researchers to users and recommend papers that they found 

interesting or they have wrote. Also, the subjects replied, if 

they provide information about which researcher liked this 

papers, it would also give them great reason and motivation to 

read that paper. 

For the perspective of machine learning, they may need to 

consider about scalability. Although their current system runs 

within a few minutes, it may take more time when they craw 

more data. First, they can improve accuracy of similarity 

measure by allowing counting the frequency of each word in a 

document, instead of  bit vector model. TF-IDF model can be a 

great candidate to implement. In this model, they give more 

weight for frequently used words in a specific document, but 

not in other ones. Also, they may need to speed up the 

calculation. For this, dimension reduction will be helpful. 

Specifically, it would be better to add more stemming logic 

because this can deal with more words as same ones, so they 

can successfully reduce dimension. They may use L-Distance 

algorithm for calculating similarity of each word pair, and 

decide whether they are same or not. 

Yoon Ho Choa,1, Jae Kyeong Kimb, Dongyang 

Technical College, 62-160 Kochuk-dong, Kuro-gu, Seoul 152-

714, South Korea “Application of Web usage mining and 

product taxonomy to collaborative recommendations in e-

commerce”. 2004. The rapid growth of e-commerce has 

caused product overload where customers on the Web are no 

longer able to effectively choose the products they are exposed 

to. To overcome the product overload of online shoppers, a 

variety of recommendation methods have been developed. 

Collaborative filtering (CF) is the most successful 

recommendation method, but its widespread use has exposed 

some well-known limitations, such as sparsity and scalability, 

which can lead to poor recommendations.  

However, as the number of customers and that of products 

managed in an e-commerce site grow rapidly, its application to 

ecommerce has exposed two major issues that must be 

addressed. The first issue is related to  sparsity. In a large 

ecommerce site such as Amazon.com, there are millions of 

products and so customers may rate only a very small portion 

of those products. Most similarity measures used in CF work 

properly only when there exists an acceptable level of ratings 

across customers in common. Such sparsity in ratings makes 

the formation of neighborhood inaccurate, thereby resulting in 

poor recommendation. Many approaches have been proposed 

to overcome the sparsity problem. These approaches can be 

classified into three categories: implicit ratings, hybrid filtering 

and product-to product correlation. The implicit ratings 

approaches attempt to increase the number of ratings through 

observing customers’ behavior. The hybrid filtering approaches 

combine content-based filtering and CF for augmenting sparse 

preference ratings. These approaches learn to predict which 

products a given customer will like by matching properties 

associated with each product to those associated with products 

that he/she has liked in the past, and then use such a content-

based prediction to convert a sparse customer profile into a 

dense one. Instead of identifying the neighborhood of similar 

customers, the product-to-product correlation approach 

analyzes the customer profile to identify relationships between 

different products and then uses these relations to compute the 

prediction score for a given customer–product pair.  

The second issue is related to scalability. Recommender 

systems for large e-commerce sites have to deal with millions 

of customers and products. Because these systems usually 

handle very high-dimensional profiles to form the 

neighborhood, the nearest neighbor algorithm is often very 

time-consuming and scales poorly in practice. To address the 

scalability problems in CF-based recommender systems, a 

variety of approaches have been developed. These approaches 

can be classified into two main categories: dimensionality 

reduction techniques and model-based approaches. Latent 

Semantic Index (LSI) is a widely used dimensionality 

reduction technique. It uses singular value decomposition 

(SVD) to factor the original rating space into three matrices 

and performs the dimensionality reduction by reducing the 

singular matrix. In model-based approaches, a model is first 

built based on the rating matrix and then the model is used in 

making recommendations. Usually, the model is expensive to 

build, but rapid to execute. Several data mining techniques 

such as Bayesian network, clustering and association rule 

mining  have been applied to building the model. 

They propose a recommendation methodology, called Web 

usage mining driven CF recommendation methodology using 

Product Taxonomy (WebCF-PT), to address the sparsity and 

scalability problems of current CF based recommender 

systems. Web usage mining is employed as an implicit ratings 

approach to address the sparsity problem. Web usage mining 

analyzes customers’ shopping behaviors on the Web and 

collects their implicit ratings. This increases the number of 

ratings rather than only collecting explicit ratings, thereby 

reducing the sparsity. E-commerce data are rich and detailed 

compared to off-line commerce data. One type of collected e-

commerce data is a clickstream that tracks visitors’ path 

through a Web site. The clickstream in Web retailers provides 

information essential to understand the shopping patterns or 

prepurchase behaviors of customers such as what products they 

see, what products they add to the shopping cart, and what 

products they buy. By analyzing such information via Web 

usage mining, it is possible not only to make a more accurate 

analysis of the customer’s interest or preference across all 

products (than analyzing the purchase records only), but also to 

increase the number of ratings (when compared to collecting 

explicit ratings only).  

Nevertheless, the existing research in recommender 

systems has not offered a formal way for capturing implicit 

ratings of individual customer through Web usage mining. In 

this paper, they suggest a formal scheme to capture implicit 

ratings by analyzing customers’ online shopping behaviors and 

to build the customer profiles. To solve the scalability problem, 

they use a nearest neighbor CF algorithm. But, before applying 

the algorithm, they reduce the dimensionality of the customer 
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profiles. As a dimensionality reduction technique, they employ 

a product taxonomy that represents hierarchical relationships 

between products as domain specific knowledge provided by 

marketing managers or domain experts. Similar products are 

identified and they are grouped together using the product 

taxonomy so as to build the customer profiles and to search for 

the neighbors in the reduced dimensional space. 

This paper proposes a recommendation methodology based 

on Web usage mining, and product taxonomy to enhance the 

recommendation quality and the system performance of current 

CF-based recommender systems. Web usage mining populates 

the rating database by tracking customers’ shopping behaviors 

on the Web, thereby leading to better quality 

recommendations. The product taxonomy is used to improve 

the performance of searching for nearest neighbors through 

dimensionality reduction of the rating database. Several 

experiments on real e-commerce data show that the proposed 

methodology provides higher quality recommendations and 

better performance than other CF methodologies. The research 

work presented in this paper makes several contributions to the 

recommender systems related research. First, they applied the 

product taxonomy both to reducing the sparsity in the rating 

database and to improving the scalability of searching for 

neighbors. Second, they developed a Web usage mining 

technique to capture implicit ratings by tracking customers’ 

shopping behaviors on the Web and applied it to reducing the 

sparsity. Third, they developed a Web usage mining technique 

to choose proper products to recommend from the 

neighborhood. While their experimental results suggest that the 

proposed methodology is effective and efficient for product 

recommendations in the Internet business environment, these 

results are based on data sets limited to the particular e-

commerce site that has a small number of customers, products, 

and transactions. Therefore, it is required to evaluate their 

methodology in more detail using data sets from a variety of 

large e-commerce sites. Furthermore, it will be an interesting 

research area to conduct a real marketing campaign to target 

customers using our methodology and then to evaluate its 

performance. 

Choon-oh Lee, Minkyu Lee, Dongsoo Han, School of 

Engineering Information and Communications University 

(ICU) Daejeon, Korea,  “A Framework for Personalized 

Healthcare Service Recommendation”.  

The Internet, which brought the most innovative 

improvement on information society, has also brought many 

remarkable changes of healthcare services. Via the Internet, 

accessing information about healthcare services became 

relatively easier for service consumers who need adequate 

medical treatments. Moreover, consumers can communicate 

with doctors to get medical advices or to make appointment by 

e-mail or instant messengers, which are more convenient 

communication channels than by phone. Because of these 

benefits, much more healthcare service providers started 

publishing web sites for their service on the Internet 

competitively; as a consequence, consumers can obtain wide 

choice of services and better service quality. 

However, there are also negative effects caused by 

exponential growth of the healthcare web sites. Because of too 

much information available, consumers cannot easily choose 

proper healthcare service among them. Some of them might 

not be able to judge what healthcare services are helpful 

because evaluating those services usually requires medical 

expertise. Moreover, there might be over-advertising web sites 

that show off exaggerated information about services. In this 

case, healthcare services on the Internet may confuse service 

consumers and make them more questionable. To help users to 

choose a proper service among the available services on the 

Internet, many brokering web sites for healthcare services such 

as healthcare web portals and search engines have been 

developed. The users can use the brokering web sites as 

starting points and find appropriate healthcare services using 

them. This improvement allows the users to access information 

about the services much easier than before, and the healthcare 

providers to save more lives. The brokering web sites, 

however, showed their limitation that more sophisticated 

mechanism is required in the domain of healthcare. The most 

of the users who does not have any knowledge about 

healthcare or any idea what is wrong with their bodies cannot 

find out proper healthcare services. What they need is not 

organized information about services, but a professional 

guideline to the most appropriate services for a specific user. 

Therefore, recommendation systems for better healthcare are 

proposed. Recommendation system for the healthcare is a web 

site that recommends healthcare services or provides useful 

information to the users considering. Healthcare Provider 

Recommendation System is an example of well proposed 

healthcare recommendation system. User can search the 

healthcare providers using location, providers’ specialty, and 

reputation. However, what this system could not solve yet is 

that novice users and patients still may not be able to find out 

proper treatment for them when they do not know their exact 

health status. Because the most of people lack of medical 

knowledge, the system may not be effective in real life. To 

recommend appropriate healthcare services to novice or 

nonprofessional users more effectively, recommendation 

system must be aware of not only users’ essential contexts such 

as location, but users’ health status. In this paper, they suggest 

the Healthcare Service Recommendation Framework (HSRF) 

that can recommend healthcare services to each service 

consumer considering their health status. A main functionality 

of HSRF is that the framework automatically selects suitable 

healthcare services for a specific user among enormous 

services in the service repository. As a result, healthcare 

service recommendation of the framework can be personalized 

and very helpful for novice users. Moreover, to enhance 

extensibility of the framework, HSRF supports a convenient 

registration for new healthcare services or recommendation 

logics. Furthermore, they implemented HSRF; they evaluated 

the framework’s functionality and feasibility successfully. 

In this paper, they suggested a personalized healthcare 

service recommendation framework that considers consumers’ 

health status to find adequate services for them. Their 
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framework gathers information about service consumer’s 

health status and calculates medical similarities between 

consumer and healthcare services automatically. Based on 

these similarities of each consumer, the framework arranges 

and recommends proper healthcare services. Also, they 

implemented HSRF and evaluated its functionality and 

feasibility. Although the evaluation was not fully certain to 

prove all approaches of this paper, they concluded that their 

framework is quite enough to provide better healthcare service 

recommendation to novice users and patients. 

IV. LACKS IN PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

A. Personalized Academic Research Paper Recommendation 

System, 2010 

In this paper, they cannot distinguish the meaning of topics 

that are narrowed by few specific words. In other words, their 

system recommends papers based on the words’ frequency, so 

their system will recommend papers that contain many words 

that the user may be interested in. This cannot discover few 

words that restrict meaning of its topic, so it causes 

recommending the paper that has not relevant topic to the user. 

Also, there are users who have worked previous study on 

various topics, but are not interested in anymore. Also in this 

case, because their system does not have any additional 

information about whether the user is still interested in the 

paper or not, it is hard to distinguish the papers that 

recommend to users. 

B. Application of Web usage mining and product taxonomy to 

collaborative recommendations in e-commerce, 2004 

In this research recommender systems has not  offered a 

formal way for capturing implicit ratings of individual 

customer through Web usage mining. They suggest a formal 

scheme to capture implicit ratings by analyzing customers’ 

online shopping behaviors and to build the customer profiles. 

While their experimental results suggest that the proposed 

methodology is effective and efficient for product 

recommendations in the Internet business environment, these 

results are based on data sets limited to the particular e-

commerce site that has a small number of customers, products, 

and transactions. Therefore, it is required to evaluate their 

methodology in more detail using data sets from a variety of 

large e-commerce sites. 

C. A Framework for Personalized Healthcare Service 

Recommendation 

Because of too much information available, consumers 

cannot easily choose proper healthcare service among them. 

Some of them might not be able to judge what healthcare 

services are helpful because evaluating those services usually 

requires medical expertise. Moreover, there might be over-

advertising web sites that show off exaggerated information 

about services. In this case, healthcare services on the Internet 

may confuse service consumers and make them more 

questionable. 

V. PROPOSED SUGGESTIONS 

After studying previous models we found that a system is 

required for web applications in e-commerce area for user 

which not only search the requirement but also suggest best out 

of suggested list. For this we proposed a System Service 

Recommendation Framework (SSRF), it is a computerized 

system that recommends suitable services to service consumers 

based on their various interest. In other words, the framework 

acts as a mediator for business or non-business interactions 

between system service providers and consumers. A service 

provider is a Network node that provides a service interface for 

a software asset that manages a specific set of tasks. A service 

provider node can represent the services of a business entity or 

it can simply represent the service interface for a reusable 

subsystem. Therefore, it is an essential functionality for career 

web software such as e-career portals or search engines for 

system services. 

For more personalized recommendation of the services, 

SSRF applies user’s interest to its recommendation process. 

Interest is the information about user’s current states or 

conditions, and it is the most important key to determine what 

specific services are suitable for the user. However, to use 

interest without any technical obstacle, the interest must be 

measurable and standardized. As a mediator, SSRF manages 

complex interactions between system service providers, 

consumers, and system administrators. The system service 

providers such as Professor, Director, Engineers, Technical 

advisor etc.  can describe and register their own services on 

SSRF. Even if service not registered in SSRF, but SSRF 

provided service on-demand  to incorporate new sources of 

data is required. Then, multiple recommendation mechanisms 

that are developed by the system administrators eventually 

search and recommend those registered or unregistered 

services for the users.  Users can retrieve information about 

recommended services and evaluate them. The web portal 

system provides various services and information about system 

and also acts as an interface of  SSRF for service consumers. 

The web portal actually triggers a recommendation process 

automatically delivering users’ interest to SSRF; SSRF 

performs recommendation process with given users’ contexts, 

analysis of data in runtime done by runtime analysis tools and 

sends recommended results back to the portal. 

For this we suggested a flexible architecture of SSRF 

considering extensibility and scalability of the framework. 

Because, a brand-new type of service and interest can emerge 

at any time after the system is published, SSRF should require 

less effort to adapt those changes. Also, SSRF must be able to 

handle large amount of services and consumers. A consumer 

should be able to receive recommended results with high 

quality and low delay even if there are many services or 

requests from other consumers. To meet requirements above, 

we adopted SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) design 

paradigm to SSRF. System services can be implemented using 

the Web Services technology and registered easily at runtime. 

Also, core logics for the recommendation can be realized to 
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web services. For instance, we can imagine that there are 

number of web services available and a recommendation web 

service that gathers and arranges the services is deployed on 

the system. Likewise, there are recommendation web services 

that are in charge of their own categories and all the results 

from them are reorganized for users. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

After studying above papers we found that a system is 

required for web applications in e-commerce area for user to 

search their need in less time and get accurate result. Not only 

get results of their related search but also analyzed result for 

seared options, which option is best for their requirement, so 

that user select the best option without getting confused. For 

this we developed an effective framework for generating 

recommendations. 
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